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Well, I just found a really bad example of kaupmaur in a video game. For example, the kaupmaur in the GTA V
game has a fixed status bar that isnt translated. This is an important bar that has to be visible and shows your
current driving performance. You dont usually see a status bar in a game, but you do see it in most graphical
interfaces. When you speak to the GTA V kaupmaur, the text says that he has an unknown status, and he can
be an American or a Chinese, for instance. How you know this? Only because you can move him over with the
TAB button! Also, his Dutch name is Eddy Bosch, which, if you were wondering, is a rather common personage

in the Netherlands. Basically, this developer hasnt heard of kaupmaur, or at least has never seen the word
before. And this has been fixed since pre-release, but the Dutchman I tried to have him tell me didnt know
what he was talking about. (This was pre-release for one). He then told me that he had never played the

game, which was a bit odd because I had put the game in his name in a Dutch forum and his profile said he
played video games a lot. But yes, the same goes for Korean games. I always notice that Korean games are

mostly untranslated, and most of the situations that do occur are just because the Korean developer just calls
the translations untranslated. Its not really the developer fault in the end, but I find it funny to point that out.

The Quebec government using English-only legislation for the primary language of instruction in public schools
is a common thing, but the most recent upswing in that was in 2012. A few years back the government tried
to use English for all official government publications in Quebec, similar to California, and failed. Now they
have the option to print a bilingual publication, and they are going the whole way and make it English-only.
The previous government had planned on making French the only official language of Quebec since it had

gained its independence, and this attempt at one official language government in Quebec will be the next step
to that plan.
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Music is often changed to more
palatable versions in localized dubs.

For instance, while the Japanese
version features the song Prince of
Jams, the English version replaces it

with Sweet Dreams. This is not
always the case, of course, but it is a

good example of a generic/cliche
sounding track being replaced by
something more generic. Voice

actors work on an anime for a whole
season before getting any reviews,
and often arent paid. As a result,
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they are incredibly nervous when
they get their scores, and this fear is
echoed in the Japanese and English
versions. For instance, several voice
actors participated in the dub and
both received terrible scores. The

script was rewritten to fix their
problems, and the voice actors were
paid, but they still cant get over the

fear. The fear is worsened by the fact
that the ΰ animation studio in charge
of the dub has a bad reputation for
treating their voice actors poorly.

Earlier I said that the localized dub of
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Speed Racer loses the longevity of
the original and is filled with

stereotypes. Its reversed in Trigun .
Trigun s story and characters all
have their own spin-offs, comics,

light novels, video games, movies,
etc. Eventually, the world of Trigun
had its own spin-off, anime, video
games, and so on. Meanwhile, this

Speed Racer dub was the only
version around. It was extremely

limited in scope. It mostly served as
a reference for the main anime, Der

Dino Karnage, and some stupid video
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games. Nobody bought the video
game because of the bad English.
Apparently the dub made a ton of

money, however, because the series
continued in multiple media.
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